where the right-hand side is essentially the quasistatic expression' for the red wing in the highpressure limit. In this limit it is assumed that the atomic and molecular excited state populations are in thermal equilibrium. In the expression for I"(v, T), W is the spectrometer spectral width,~, the He gas density, and v the frequency of the molecular emission. V"(R) is the depth of the upper-state potential at an internuclear separation R(v) and T is the cell temperature. The error bars on these spectra are representative of our estimated maximum uncertainity in normalization and in temperature. (5.1a,) determined by Lapatovich and comorkers'" from the rotationally resolved NaNe X-4 absorption spectrum. This agreement, obtained bebveen results determined from dramatically different analyses of NaNe data, establishes that classical approaches to the deconvolution of far-wing spectral line-shape data can in fact yield reliable potential curves for the lighter alkali-rare-gas pairs.
Our results for the NaHe X Z' and A. 'H state potential curves are presented in Fig. 2 In summary, our work on NaHe has determined a remarkably large well depth and range for the NaHe A'II state potential and has established the Rydberg-like nature of the bond. This result has established the importance of the structure of the rare-gas atom in determining the repulsive part of the alkali-rare-gas interaction. It thus represents a significant advance in our understanding of the alkali-rare-gas diatomics. As a secondary result we have shown, through our results on NaNe, that the quasistatic theory is applicable to analyses of the spectra of the lighter alkali-rare-gas pairs.
